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As an accomplished Web Developer with over three years of hands-on experience, my goal is
to leverage my expertise in Content Management Systems (CMS) such as WordPress, Shopify,
and OpenCart, along with a robust background in backend development using PHP and
JavaScript. My primary focus is to contribute my technical proficiency and creative flair to
build dynamic and user-friendly websites. With a strong foundation in Website UI/UX design, I
aim to enhance the online presence of businesses and clients. Having successfully completed
over 10+ projects as a freelancer, I am dedicated to delivering high-quality solutions that meet
and exceed client expectations. I am enthusiastic about tackling new challenges and staying at
the forefront of technological advancements in the ever-evolving web development landscape.

Experience

As an E-commerce Data Specialist at Nacirama Creatives, my objective is to
leverage my expertise in data analysis, management, and optimization to contribute
significantly to the success and growth of the organization. I aim to utilize my skills
in handling large datasets, extracting valuable insights, and implementing data-
driven strategies to enhance the overall performance of e-commerce platforms.

As a Website Developer at Works360, my objective is to lead the creation and
delivery of impactful demo program websites and execute strategic revamps of
existing web assets. I aim to play a pivotal role in Works360's growth by contributing
innovative, user-friendly, and technically advanced solutions. By leveraging my
expertise in web development, I intend to add substantial value to Works360's online
strategy and contribute a significant part to the company's overall success.

As a Bidder and Project Manager, my objective is to seamlessly integrate my skills in
project management and strategic bidding to successfully secure and oversee impactful
projects. I am dedicated to orchestrating a collaborative and high-performing team
environment, bringing together dynamic individuals with diverse skill sets to achieve
project excellence.
My goal is to not only win bids but to efficiently manage projects from inception to
completion, ensuring that they exceed client expectations in terms of quality, timeliness,
and budget adherence. I thrive in dynamic roles and environments, utilizing adaptability
and effective communication to navigate challenges and foster a culture of innovation
and productivity within the team.

E-commerce Data Specialist

Website Developer

Bidding Expert |  Project Lead

2022 - 2023

2023 - 2024

2023 - 2023

Nacirama Creatives

Works360

AMZ Centric

PHP
JavaScript

Plugin Customization
API Integrations

WordPress
Shopify

Open Cart
HTML, CSS
Bootstrap

Skills

Aptech Institute Of Technology

Virtual University Of Pakistan

Diploma

Graduation

2024

2023- Continue

Web Designing

Digital Marketing

Bidding Expert

Website Development

Business Growth

Power Bi (Visualization)

English

Urdu

Expertise

Language


